Patterns by Create Joy Project

CJP 2103 Garden Dreams
54'' x 62''

CJP 2104 Meadows
61'' x 65''

CJP 2101 Reach for the Sun
64'' x 72''
Imagine an ancient stone cottage tucked deep in a secluded wood. Set atop rolling hills surrounded by flower fields and tall lush trees, there you will find the retreat of my dreams...

Fresh As A Daisy is a celebration of this hidden gem, with gardens filled to the brim with a riot of color, texture, and of course, daisies.

For this collection, we have taken the beautiful painting "Lost In The Woods" and brought it to life on fabric! Each yard is a panel of my dream cottage garden. There is also a panel with an arrangement of daisies complemented by the "Flower Patch" art panel. There are floral patterns colored in a fresh, modern palette, new flow watercolors, stripes and colorful splashes of metallic throughout.

We can’t wait to see what hidden treasures you dream up with Fresh As A Daisy fabrics!

**CJP 2102 Garden Lattice King**
101" x 101" PP Friendly

**CJP 2102 Garden Lattice Twin**
79" x 79" PP Friendly

**CJP 2102 Garden Lattice Pillow**
26" x 26" PP Friendly

**CJP 2102 Garden Lattice Throw**
58" x 58" PP Friendly

**CJP 2105 Blossom Stars**
90" x 90" JR Friendly

Click Here To Shop This Collection!
8490 11
Panel size is 36" x 44". Motif size is 33" x 41" from inside borders. Border size is 1"

NOVEMBER DELIVERY
8491 11
Running yardage. Block sizes vary, largest are 4.75” x 4”.
Full WOF shown.
fresh as a daisy
LAURA MUIR

30'S YELLOW 9900 23

OFF WHITE 9900 200
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Daisies were referred to as "day's eye" in Old English because the petals close over the yellow center at night and re-open in the daytime. The phrase "as fresh as a daisy" came from this meaning that someone was well-rested and ready to go.

8493 13 & 8493 12 reduced to 20% to show full print.

Daisies were referred to as "day's eye" in Old English because the petals close over the yellow center at night and re-open in the daytime. The phrase "as fresh as a daisy" came from this meaning that someone was well-rested and ready to go.

8490 Asst. 15 Asst. 10 AB JR LC PP NOVEMBER DELIVERY

• 30 Prints • 100% Premium Cotton
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s include two each of 8492, 8495, 8496, 8497, 8433.
AB’s do not include panel 8490-11. 8491-11 is cut 18” x 22” for AB’s. 8493 is cut 18” x 44” for AB’s.